
Order: Hope is a Light Worth Sharing

A
You look at what was left of a great city, a beacon of hope: Excelsis. The horrors those walls had
held over the days when the End of Empires came to tear the city down were beyond words.
Yet, somehow still the heart of the city lived on. Not in some magical monument, not in some
last bastion against the growing darkness and violence in Ghur. Not any of that. The beacon of
hope came from the hearts of those that still somehow, despite all odds, had survived. Despite
the awful things that had happened, these people lived on.  Small pockets of survivors had
banded together. As your patrol finally returns to the walls of Excelsis, you meet with one of
the leaders that still survives, Shadow Walker Lt. Fusean. Once a guard, she held a small group
of people above the carnage and aided in the rebuilding e�orts, as well as the safety of some of
these refugees.

Quest A: Much Needed Respite
Lt. Fusean comes to meet you at the entrance to her small camp with a warm greeting, but her
news is dire. Her supplies of food and medical equipment are dangerously low. She has heard of
another camp that was recently savaged by some of the horrors of the area and she hopes that
you can retrieve whatever items might be left in the ruins of that camp. Every bit will go
towards helping these survivors hold out a little longer as more and more stragglers arrive. You
know that this is a dire mission indeed. Arriving at the ruins of the old camp, you find that
there is a warband also trying to pick through the supplies. Fight! And secure these supplies
FOR EXCELSIS!

Play Mission 1

Hidden Agenda - Every little bit helps

You complete this Hidden Agenda if at least one of your models has a treasure token at the
end of the game.

Quest A Outcome
The battle was hard fought and very di�cult. You clean your swords from the battle and hide
the  supplies you have acquired in a small ruined building, so as to catch your breath. You find
that you are not alone in this hovel. A small duardin is there! He begs you to give him some
rations from your pack. After you give him some food, he opens up to you. He sees you have a
great deal of supplies and o�ers to help watch them, if you will go and look for some of his clan
that might be held up in a small building. With a few swigs of your warband’s wine cask, he
o�ers-up that they were all looking for a bank, not far from here, where certain artifacts were
kept.  He gives you a basic idea where that bank would be. Fed and ready for anything, this
duradin swears to his ancestors to guard these supplies with his life until you return.

Choose one of the paths below:

Head to the bank (A1) Rescue his clanmates (A2)
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A1
Quest A1 -Time for a Withdrawl
Knowing that your supplies will be safe, maybe minus a few swigs of wine or a loaf of bread,
you’ve decided to venture after the relics. The better equipment might help you out with the
battles to come further down the line. As you approach the area the duradin had described, you
start to see refuse and what you think would pass as nests around the building. Your hopes to
find the reliquary abandoned are dashed as you hear strange noises from inside the walls. You
prepare for battle as you march into the plaza of a once great bank.

Play Mission 2

Hidden Agenda - A Thorough Search

You complete this Hidden Agenda at the end of a battle round if you have one or more
fighters wholly within each quarter of the battlefield. 

Quest A1 Outcome
Reward:  Command Trait - Venerable Veteran: Add 5 to the Wounds characteristic of this
fighter. 
You begin to debate why scabbards are carried by you and your fellow warriors; this day has
left your sword arms well used and your weapons drawn. The duardin was right in his
description of the find! There are a great many ancient looking weapons here, as well as great
financial gain to be had here. The Aqua Ghyranis here could help save many, via trade or use. As
you are looking through and taking stock in what is left in the building, you happen to hear the
gears and steam pistons of a Kharadron suit. Running to investigate with your warband, you
arrive to see a small contraption fall out of a dead sky duardin’s hand. The device resembles a
small mechanical bird.  As it hops towards you, it whirs and chirps and then opens its wings. It
reveals a map. A member of your warband reminds you that the supplies are being guarded by a
single duardin.  Looking back at the map, you see that it leads to a dock not far from here. What
could it be?  The rest of your warband awaits your orders.

Choose one of the paths below:

Consolidate your findings and go back (A1.1) Follow the Map (A1.2)
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A1.1
Quest A1.1 - Overloaded and Encumbered
Your journey back will be a long one. Many of your warriors are overloaded by the sheer size of
the haul. You have more Aqua Ghyranis and other goods than most have seen in their lives. As
you return to where you stashed the supplies, you realize the speed with which you traveled
was likely far too slow. You see his defeated form across the ground, still breathing, but badly
wounded. Your warband puts their supplies down and rushes to find the remainder of the
supplies have been ransacked. After applying a few drops of Aqua Ghyranis to the duardin, he
points down an alleyway where you can see some footprints in the mud that seem a little more
fresh. You lean the injured, but stabilizing, duardin against the wall next to what is left of the
supplies. Your warband heads in the direction of the warband that stole your supplies. You
must not fail.

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - First Strike

You complete this Hidden Agenda immediately if you seize the initiative by adding one or
more wild dice to your number of singles. 

Quest A1.1 Outcome
Another battle complete. Your warband returns to the wounded duardin, who is unpacking
some of the items from the bank. He smiles, knowing you helped complete the quest of his
clan. He is able to stand and helps load what he can of the supplies and bank findings into a cart
you’ve repurposed. Upon heading back to Lt. Fusean’s camp, you are welcomed as heroes. The
medics rush to tend to your friendly duardinc as well as any injured in your warband. Lt.
Fusean thanks you a million times and o�ers you your choice of the relics so long as they are
not of the duardin’s clan. Your e�orts here today have drastically changed the face of this camp
and likely that of Excelsis! Your saga will be known to all those survivors and their generations
afterward.  FOR EXCELSIS!

Claim the Purified Sword Legendary Artifact!
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A1.2
Quest A1.2 - What Treasure Awaits
Deciding that you are liking your odds this day, you have decided to try one more time to triple
the amount of supplies you have for Lt. Fusean. What a feast they will have in your honor! As
you ponder the size and variety of statues they will build in your honor, you realize you are
almost to the dock. Your warband readies their weapons. The doors open and you find yourself
presented with spectacle most vile. You see that another warband has beaten you to the find!
Whatever the treasure was has been taken by the rival warband. Enraged, you charge into the
dockyard to meet the foe which shattered your statue-laiden daydreams.

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Hold the Center

At the end of the battle, you complete this Hidden Agenda if one or more friendly fighters are
within 6” horizontally of the center of the battlefield and you are not outnumbered by enemy
fighters within 6” horizontally of the center.

Quest A1.2 Outcome
As the battle ends, you find yourself drawn to something shiny between boards in the wall.
Without pausing for a minute, you pry the boards o� and grab the shiny bauble. You have
found some realmstone from the realm of Hysh! You place it in your bag and head back to
collect the remainder of your great haul. You imagine the stone atop a statue of your likeness.
The haul from the bank, the supplies that your duardin friend guarded, and now this stone!
The wonder of it all seems so immeasurable. You arrive back at the camp and hold the
realmstone of Hysh aloft and the camp explodes in excitement. Maybe you’ll turn it into a
necklace…..Less famous warbands have to strike out and carry back many of the other supplies,
but for today, the beacon of hope is relit! FOR EXCELSIS (and you of course)!  

Claim the Aetherquartz Pendant Legendary Artifact!
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A2
Quest A2 - Beards and Boards
You know that if one duardin is a good find, a whole clan will be that much better. You move to
go and find the clan held up in the building. You hear the sounds of duardin singing and know
that they must be up to something. Elated that you have found them, AND that they live, you
rush towards the sound. You cross into a plaza excitedly and find that they are singing songs to
attract a large group of strange creatures to their doorstep! The building they are in is
well-fortified and seems quite sturdy. Boards block the windows and the doors look
reinforced.  This does you little good, however, as the singing has attracted another warband.
You strike quickly to try to get to the safety of the duardin.

Play Mission 2

Hidden Agenda - Purge

Secretly note down one of the quarters of the battlefield: north-east, north-west,
south-east, or south-west. At the end of the fourth battle round, you complete this Hidden

Agenda if you have more friendly fighters in that quarter than enemy fighters.

Quest A2 Outcome

Reward: Command Trait: - Swift Hunter: This fighter adds +1 to its Movement characteristic.   

The duardin open one of the windows higher in the building to speak to you. They explain that
they will not leave the building, unless certain items are procured or tasks completed, to
ensure that you are not opportunists here to hurt or otherwise destroy them. They require one
of two things: either the head of the leader of the warband that chased them in here and stole
their clansmans’ hammers, or you could procure several barrels of duardin ale from the
Spinwester, a bar a few blocks away. Either would earn you the loyalty and the services of the
clan for a period of time, to be negotiated in the future.

Choose one of the paths below:

Get revenge (A2.1) Go to the Spinwester, Grab a pint… (A2.2)
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A2.1
Quest A2.1 - Hammer Time
You trace the rival warband all the way to their stronghold. It would seem that the hammers
are in a pile, at the base of what would appear to be some sort of misshapen throne. You can see
that the other warband has freshly killed something and they are still distracted by the
excitement of their recent battle. You enter their lair ready to claim loyalty and heads.

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Send a Message

You complete this Hidden Agenda if you take-down two of the enemy models by the end of
the game. 

Quest A2.1 Outcome
You return to the duardin and they accept the hammers of their fallen comrades and follow you
back to the supplies you had stashed. Overjoyed that you have also saved their clansman, they
swear that they will help protect you and yours at Fusean’s Camp. With song and hammer you
have struck your name into the future of those you protected and saved this day. One of the
duardin even gives you a hammer! FOR EXCELSIS!!! 

Claim the Rune-etched Hammer Legendary Artifact!
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A2.2
Quest A2.2 - And Wait This Whole Thing Out…
Going to the Spinwester before the catastrophe that befell Excelsis was always something you
looked forward to with your friends. You would often go to discuss some of life’s greatest
mysteries and speculate about the regulars of the old duardi pub. It breaks your heart to see the
Spinwester in shambles. Clearly, several of the regulars had given their lives to protect this fine
establishment, and upon searching the pub, it was clearly not in vain. Several large barrels
were left intact of that fine duardin brew! As you roll out the barrels, you find yourself face to
face with another warband that had been using the pub as their base. It’s time to show them
what you’re made of!

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Dogs Can’t Look Up

At the end of the battle, you complete this Hidden Agenda if 1 or more friendly fighters are
vertically 3” above the battlefield floor and there are not more enemy fighters vertically 3”
above the battlefield floor. 

Quest A2.2 Outcome
 The battle quiets down and the barrels remain intact. You roll them to the duardin and they
meet you in the plaza before the barrels even stop rolling. You didn’t think duardin could cry,
but the many tears you see from these elated duardin is inspiring. With pint in hand, they
return with you to Fusean’s camp. Duardin song carries throughout the night and for a
moment, the fears and uncertainty of your existence fall away. Stories are told and gossip
exchanged. The duardin swore to help keep the settlement safe (only after Fusean beats one in
a drinking contest) and the supplies keep the people of the camp fed and safe. You even have a
token of remembrance from Spinwester to keep you in good spirits! Hope and normalcy
restored, the following day seems a little brighter as you strike out again to assist the
encampment. FOR EXCELSIS!!!

Claim the Spinwester Tankard Legendary Artifact!


